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Senate Resolution 1108

By: Senators Hill of the 4th, Thompson of the 14th, Shafer of the 48th, Mullis of the 53rd,

Miller of the 49th and others 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Melody DeBussey for receiving a Georgia Tech Distinguished1

Alumni Award; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, a gifted graduate of the School of Public Policy within Georgia Tech's Ivan3

Allen College of Liberal Arts, Melody DeBussey has been recognized for her superlative4

achievements and selected as a recipient of the Distinguished Alumni Award; and5

WHEREAS, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts' Distinguished Alumni Awards were6

inaugurated in 2015 in order to celebrate excellence within the college community by7

honoring outstanding graduates, current undergraduates, graduate students, faculty, friends,8

and supporters of the college; and9

WHEREAS, this year, the Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts will be celebrating its 130th10

anniversary, which makes Melody's reception of the Distinguished Alumni Award11

exceptionally special; and12

WHEREAS, a proper quality education for the young people of this state is the single most13

important objective of the General Assembly, and Melody has shown by academic14

accomplishment that the pursuit and attainment of scholastic success are within the reach of15

the students in this state; and16

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the academic accomplishments of this17

exemplary citizen be appropriately recognized.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body19

recognize and commend Melody DeBussey for receiving a Georgia Tech Distinguished20

Alumni Award and extend the most sincere best wishes for continued success.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed22

to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Melody DeBussey.23


